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HAPPY HOLIDAYS
FOP wishes to thank the men and women of Corrections who
render such valuable services to the citizens of the state of
Utah. You are all amazing! Happy Holidays from FOP.

HERBERT RECOMMENDS A 7.6 MILLION
DOLLAR APPROPRIATION FOR
CORRECTIONS
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December 8, 2016 – Capitol Hill, Salt Lake City, Utah
FOP met with the Office of Budget and Management today to discuss the newly
proposed salary plan which Director Rollin Cook and his senior staff has been
working on during the legislative interim. The Governor recently announced that he
was putting into his budget recommendations, a 7.6milliondollar appropriation to
help fund a compensation plan for officers and agents working for corrections.
The work to bring about this recommendation really started last year when FOP and
Director Cook met with Governor Herbert during the legislative session to discuss the
challenges faced by the Department in keeping and retaining officers and agents in
the UDC. During that meeting, Governor Herbert asked FOP Lodge 14 Executive
Director Kelly Atkinson why so many officers were leaving the employment of the
state. Director Atkinson responded that many things contribute to turnover but in his
opinion the number one reason that officers and agents were leaving employment
was that no career path exist for these dedicated men and women. As a core function
of state government, Atkinson stated Utah ought to develop a career path which
provides a clear progression of one year to the next as to what an officer or agent
could expect in compensation. Governor Herbert turn to his staff and stated, we need
to create a career path for these officers. Let’s see if we can make that happen.
Director Cook pursued the conversation with the Governor’s staff as a member of the
Governor’s cabinet. The Governor’s office hired an outside firm, Kenning Consulting,
to develop a career pathway for officers and agents. The results were today, Ken
Strong, newly elected President of FOP Lodge 14; Jared Diehl, newly elected Vice
President of FOP, and Executive Director Kelly Atkinson met with the Office of Budget
and Management and review the proposed salary schedule which is the basis for the
Governor’s funding request from the legislature for corrections this upcoming 2017
fiscal year.
“While not perfect, it is a good start”, stated President Strong. “The work of our
members, the Administration, and FOP has put the Department on the verge of
creating the first salary schedule for public employees in the state of Utah and will
provide raises (funds being available) year in and year out. No more guessing for a
new officer what they will be making 10 years down the road. The salary schedule
creates a career path which is loaded on the frontend (meaning the step raises are
higher in the beginning years and lower towards the top of the salary schedules) and
creates certainty for all officers. In addition, the salary lanes (correctional officer,
Sergeants, AP&P) are competitive with cities and towns in the Salt Lake City Valley.”
Executive Director Atkinson while highly encouraged by the Governor’s actions,
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reminds employees that in the appropriation process it is the Legislature who makes
the final decision. However, with the recommendation in the Governor’s budget, “we
are off to a very good start”, states Atkinson.
To download the entire Governor's budget, clicking here.

FOP HAS A NEW LEADER AT THE HELM
December 1, 2016 – Draper Site,
Draper, Utah
Congratulations to Captain Ken
Strong who was elected FOP
President for the next two years.
Captain Strong works at the Draper
facility and has been the primary
catalyst behind creating a career pay
structure for the officers and agents
who work for the Department of
Corrections. His election opens a
new door in the history of FOP Lodge
14. “Up until now,” states outgoing
President of FOP Vaughn Howard, “the President of FOP has always come from Adult
Probation and Parole. We are excited to have a person of Ken’s abilities and insights move
our beloved organization forward.”
In addition, Mike Renckert, AP&P, and Jared Diehl from Programing, will assume the two
vice President positions in the organization.
Congratulations to all those elected and appreciation for all those who ran.

GOOD BYE TO AMAZING LEADERS
Salt Lake City, Utah  December 1, 2016
By Executive Director FOP Kelly Atkinson
It’s been my great honor and privilege to
work over the past many years with a
person I consider to be an amazing
leader, Vaughn Howard. I’ve been in the
employee representation business for 35
years. In that time, I’ve seen officers come
and go. I’ve worked with association
officers that are totally selfcentered and
it’s all about “what’s in it for me” and I’ve
worked with officers that just occupy the position that they been elected for during the term of
office. But I’ve had the rare privilege of working with two presidents during my tenure with
FOP that are among the finest presidents I’ve ever had the pleasure of working with  Steve
Miller and Vaughn Howard.
I’m going to be totally honest. When Steve Miller stepped down from the presidency due to
retirement, I thought no one could ever equal his leadership. Who is this young man that is
become the president of FOP and what will he do with the organization that he has inherited
from a great leader?
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President Vaughn Howard, Vice President Stephen Tebban and Mark Dewolfe, has led FOP
to new heights. The accomplishment under the leadership of Vaughn Howard include:
The resignation of Tom Patterson after FOP took a vote of noconfidence. FOP went
to the other two major organizations representing sworn in the Department and
neither organization would join in the effort to replace Director Patterson, making the
excuse “the risks are just too high if were not successful.” President Howard was
unwavering in his commitment to replace
Director Patterson.
Working with the present administration to create a promotional system that wasn’t
smoke and mirrors. During the previous administration, a panel of three people
decided who was going to be promoted. The interview process was totally subjective.
It was President Vaughn Howard who put the full weight and force of FOP behind the
effort to develop, with the administration, a promotional system which was more
objective and allowing an employee to see how they tested against their competition.
Working with the incoming administration, President Howard, was able to get a
promotional list with names being placed on the list based on how they tested in the
list being used for hiring.
The creation of a more humane grievance process. Prior to the current administration
coming in, almost all grievances of employees went before the career review service
board. Once a decision was made by HR that decision was defended all through the
grievance process up to and including the Executive Director. The results were
delays, frustration, and obfuscation. Under the new administration, President Vaughn
Howard work to develop a grievance system where employees could get a fair
shake. While not perfect, more grievances have been addressed and more discipline
overturned under the current administration than in the past two administrations
combined.
When President Howard heard that Captain Ken Strong was working on a
compensation system to benefit correctional officers and agents, he instructed me to
do everything in my power to support Ken’s efforts. At the time Ken wasn’t a member
of FOP and yet President Howard had the courage to state, “While would like every
post certified employee in the Department of Corrections to be a member of FOP, this
organization under my watch will do the right thing for the right reasons.” The
collaboration between the administration, FOP, and Captain Ken Strong has resulted
in two of the highest salary increases given in the department in the history of my
tenure in working for FOP. Quite the accomplishment!
Under President Howard’s leadership, FOP has become the flagship of the FOP
organization in the state of Utah with more than double the number of members as
the next nearest Lodge. His administration has experienced unprecedented growth
in the number of members who joined FOP. On Capitol Hill, Lodge 14 has no rival, as
demonstrated by the Governor’s recent recommendation of a $7.6 million
appropriation.
Vaughn Howard is leaving the presidency of FOP due to his retirement. He will be sorely
missed as a friend and as a warrior for fairness and equity for correctional officers and
agents and their families. . I have the greatest admiration for his abilities and talents. I shall
now and forever consider him to be my friend.
In addition to Vaughn’s retirement, Stephen Tebben and Mark Dewolfe, two more men that I
greatly admire, will be stepping down and in Mark's case retiring. Both men have been
exceptional leaders. Gentleman, your service has been greatly appreciated!
I would suggest to the officers and agents who work for the department to show your
appreciation for their serve by emailing these men a thank you. FOP officers receive no
compensation for their service other than the appreciation of the men and women they
serve. Don’t let these three exceptional leaders leave office without letting them know how
much you appreciate them. I have listed their emails below:
Vaughn Howard: copman69@msn.com
Stephen Tebben: stebben@utah.gov
Mark DeWolfe: mdewolfe@utah.gov
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HONORARY MAJOR AWARDS

Salt Lake City  12/9/2016
Each year FOP Lodge 14 holds a luncheon to recognize those civilians who go above and
beyond the call of duty to recognize and show their appreciation to officers and agents. This
year the organization recognized four titans: Gary R Herbert, Gov. of the state of Utah;
Kristen Cox, Director of the Office of Budget and Management; Ralph Okerlund, majority
leader Utah State Senate; and Rich Cunningham, state representative Utah House of
Representatives. Each of these individuals have been exceptional in promoting corrections.
For the last two years Governor Herbert, has placed in his budget, adjustments for
correctional salaries. These adjustments were then bumped up by the COLA recommended
for all public employees. As a result, the increases over the last two year for corrections have
been some of the largest increases in the state’s history. This alone would be worthy of
recognition. But this year the governor put in his budget $7.6 million to create a career path
for correctional officers. Again, the creation of a career path for officers is historical. While
there is no guarantee just because the appropriation is suggested to the legislature that it
will be funded, without the recommendation it was most assuredly not going to be funded.
For this reason, FOP has made governor Gary R Herbert, an Honorary Major, the highest
award given to a civilian from FOP Lodge 14.
Smart, determined, powerful and honest are all adjectives used to describe Kris Cox,
Executive Director of the Office of Budget and Management. In her position as the Executive
Director of the Office of Budget and Management in the State of Utah, Ms. Cox has been at
the forefront of overseeing the transformation of corrections under Governor Herbert’s
leadership. She has found funding over the last two years to provide very needed salary
increases to the UDC staff to address retention problems in the department. Her commitment
to really listening to the challenges of various state departments and finding solutions is
nothing short of inspiring. For this reason, FOP has made Kristen Cox and Honorary Major
in Lodge 14.
Ralph Okerlund, the Majority Leader of the Utah State Senate hails from Monroe, Utah. He is
a commonsense practical legislator who isn’t overly partisan. He simply assesses a
problem and then seeks a solution. He was the chief advocate for increased correctional
funding in the Senate. His articulate voice convinced his colleagues to provide one of the
largest increases for corrections in the state’s history. When he speaks, he speaks with the
passion and the understanding of one who knows the challenges faced by law enforcement
and their families. FOP was honored to recognize Senator Ralph Okerlund as an Honorary
Major in Lodge 14.
Rich Cunningham has been a champion for public employees on Utah’s Capitol hill. He has
been an outspoken advocate for increase pay and better benefits for all public employees
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but especially law enforcement personnel. Representative Cunningham has brought to the
forefront the issue of retirement and how the recent changes in the benefit have discouraged
young people from entering the ranks of law enforcement. His position and outspokenness
on the issue alienated the ultraconservatives and most likely cost him a seat in the Utah
State Senate. His willingness to put it all on the line for his convictions is galvanizing and
makes him stand out in the world of politics. It is FOP’s privilege to recognize the great work
and service of Representative Cunningham by honoring him as an Honorary Major in Lodge
14.
Goto www.UTAHFOP14.com to read the thank you letter from Governor Herbert to FOP
or view his comments to the group on his SPECIAL RECOGNITION from the
organization.

EMPLOYEE SATISFACTION SURVEY
FOP conducted a comprehensive employee survey which is
been extremely insightful. FOP is tabulated the results and
will be meeting with the administration prior to releasing the
results to the membership at large. The reason for doing this
is to ensure that we work with the administration to improve
working conditions within the department. In order to achieve
this purpose, the organization feels strongly that openness
and transparency is an important aspect to developing trust.
While the employee satisfaction survey highlights many
challenges the department still faces under the current
administration, FOP feels compelled to bring the challenges
to the attention of the administration from the perspective of employees and give them an
opportunity to correct their deficiencies.
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While the employee satisfaction survey noted some areas of improvement, there are also
many areas where employees feel the current administration has made monumental gains.
One such areas and compensation.
Look forward to in the coming months to having the employee survey released for the
general consumption of the membership.

EMPLOYEE ASSOCIATION MEETING
Draper, Utah  12/14/16
Corrections Consulting/Expert  Rollin
Cook
Director Cook began the meeting
addressing an email sent to him by
staff. The email asked if Director Cook
had ever worked as an MCIRT
consultant while working for UDC.
Director Cook stated that he has never
acted as a private consultant while
employed for UDC. However that
doesn’t mean that in the future he
won’t. He added that he hopes many
staff from UDC will be seen as experts
in the corrections field on a national
level and will have the opportunity to
consult privately and work for UDC as
well. All that is needed is for interested
staff to fill out the secondary
employment disclosure form.
EEC Policy  Jerry Pope
Director Pope addressed the upcoming EEC policy which has been drafted and will likely be
implemented this January. Both the CUCF and Draper EECs were given a copy of the policy
and asked to express any concerns to Director Pope within the next seven days. Director
Pope stated that the intent of the policy is to protect EECs when it comes to handling money.
In the future EECs will not be able to sponsor fundraisers, but they may support them
alongside another employee organization or the credit unions.
Budget Mike Haddon
Director Haddon addressed the reallocation supported by the Governor. When it comes to
UDC there are four line items (clinical, programs and operations, jail contracting, and UCI).
UDC can move funds around within the line items at their discretion. However if UDC were
to move funds from one line item such as UCI to clinical they would need legislative
permission. UDC will be requesting that $1.2 million in funds be reallocated from jail
contracting and moved to programs and operations. This will help for medical technician
funding and property leases for AP&P buildings throughout the State.
UDC will also ask that $2 million in one time funding be moved from programs and
operations to clinical in order to pay for an annual shortfall. This $2 million will also pay for a
new Xray machine in Timp and allocate funding for hep C inmate treatments. Each inmate
needing to be cured of hep C will cost about $100,000. Director Haddon brought up other
expenses such as a recent FCC ruling that caps the amount prisons may charge for inmate
phone calls. These funds use to run the VT programs, but due to the FCC ruling UDC will
have a $55,000 shortfall for VTs. Another shortfall is the $150,000 owed to the Department
of Public Safety for dispatch reimbursement. This bill was due last year, but UDC worked
with DPS so the bill could be paid this year instead.
Maria Peterson
The Prison Relocation Commission will be putting together a stakeholder group. The
different stakeholders will be victims, inmate family members, volunteers, and hopefully a
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UDC employee. The UDC rep will need to dedicate half a day every other month for
scheduled meetings and then prepare communications for those employees interested in
following the prison move. If you are interested yourself, or would like to nominate a peer
please contact Maria Peterson ASAP. This is not the Transition Team headed by Steve
Turley, rather the PDC is legislatively based.
UDC will being working with the Draper EEC to create a spotlight area on the employee
website. This spotlight is intended to give basic descriptions of the different areas in UDC
such as SONAR, Elm, or Region 4. Lt. Booth is working with the team to get photographs for
the pre selected pilot areas.
The final topic discussed by Maria Peterson was about UDC moving to an electronic award
nomination system. This would allow for timely recognition and streamlined efficiencies for
staff.
Draper EEC
The Sub for Santa is going well and as of now all remaining tags were brought to the
Stephen Anderson Building. All gifts should be delivered to the area where the tree tag was
distributed or to Lt. Moore’s office in the SAB. On Tuesday the 20th EEC members will be
sorting the gifts and preparing them for pickup or delivery. Volunteers are welcome to join.

GREIVANCE REPORT
This month FOP received three new grievances. The grievances are working through the
grievance levels.
In the first grievance and employee was accused of inappropriately texting an
offender and offering the offender advice. This grievance is being handled by FOP’s
attorneys.
In the second grievance, an agent was disciplined for violation of policy while
transporting an offender. The suggested discipline was 40hour suspension. FOP
was able to get the administration to reduce the suspension to 24 hours based on an
appeal but the organization is still working to get the discipline down to a letter of
reprimand based on the mitigating circumstances of this case.
In the third grievance, the agent who assisted in the transporting of an offender was
also rendered discipline. Because Executive Director Kelly Atkinson was
representing the first member, these decisions are made on a firstcome firstserved
basis, the other FOP member was referred immediately to FOP’s attorneys so that
there could be no conflict of interest in the representation of the two members.
FOP prides itself in being aggressive in the representation we provide members that are
deemed disciplined. While FOP clearly understands that there are circumstances which
warrant discipline, we believe each FOP member is entitled to aggressive representation in
order to ensure that justice prevails.
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